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BROADCAST BY GENERAL de GAULLE

Broadcasting to the French nation last night, General de Gaulle

compared the present war situation with that of 1917.

He gave two reasons for confidence in final victory saying:-

"The first reason is of a material nature. So far, the enemy

has held the trump-cards. He has always been able to make surprise
attacks against ill-prepared adversaries, both in Europe and in the

Far East. But, although he has managed to reap outstanding

successess by throwing all his forces into the battle from the

outset, his opponents are now on the road to recovery. Reckoning

up our own resources, we can see the tremendous forces now at the

disposal of the defenders of Liberty, and we know to what an extent

these forces will be increased in less than a year.

"The second reason for our confidence lies in ourselves. It

is of a moral nature. If this is a time for doubt for the weaklings,

it is a time of great resolution for the stout-hearted.

"Those who are carrying on the good fight have shown themselves

to be finely opposed to the policy of the least possible effort.

The absurd defensive spirit and the readiness to make concessions

to evil which resulted, strategically speaking, in the Maginot Line

and, politically speaking, in Munich, are undoubtedly being replaced

by that uncompromising spirit of attack, without which all wars are

doomed to failure.

"France, though ground under the German heel, is playing her

part in world recovery. Those of her sons who fight on one

closing their ranks and redoubling their efforts. Those who

cannot yet join them are raising their heads in hope. Alas, we

know only too well that our country inevitably remains a battlefield,

despite armistices which are nothing but a tissue of lies. At

home in France, the enemy and his friends are faced with ever-

growing danger and hatred. Even accused men, dragged by traitors

to the infam us Court of Riom, are upsetting the whole farce and

are themselves denouncing the treason.

"The worst will soon be over. A better day is dawning.
Clemenceau's hour is at hand."
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